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Mandate or recommendation

Information collection data element(s)

NTSB 15–5 ..........................................................
NTSB 15–8 ..........................................................
NTSB 15–22 ........................................................

Class location, Gas HCA segment, Segment ‘‘could affect’’ an HCA.
Class location, Gas HCA segment, Segment ‘‘could affect’’ an HCA.
Pipe material, SMYS, MAOP/MOP, Seam type, Wall thickness, Pipe join method, Inline Inspection y/n, Year of last ILI inspection, Coated/uncoated, Pressure test.
Diameter, Pipe material, SMYS, Seam type, Wall thickness, Pipe join method, Inline Inspection y/n.

Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, and Job
Creation Act of 2011, Section 11.

G. Definitions
Several commenters, as well as
attendees of the November 2015
Operator Workshop, expressed serious
concerns about the use of the word
‘‘predominant.’’ These concerns
centered on how the usage of
predominant attributes is poorly
defined, difficult to verify compliance
with, and risks improper categorization
of pipeline risk. From a technical
standpoint, operators indicated it was
more difficult for them to generalize
values into a ‘‘predominant’’ value than
to submit actual values. For these
reasons, submitting a ‘‘predominant’’
value will always be optional. Appendix
A of the NPMS Operator Standards
details the data elements for which
‘‘predominant’’ is an option.
V. Timeline for Collection of New Data
Elements
PHMSA has heard operators’ and
industry’s concerns regarding the
amount of time needed to compile,
research, and/or prepare the data
required for this information collection.
PHMSA will collect the new data
elements in three phases. Phase 1 data
will be collected the first submission
year after the effective date, Phase 2 data
will be collected the second submission
year after the effective date, and Phase
3 data will be collected in 2024. The
data elements in each phase are listed
below:
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Phase 1
• Pipe diameter
• Commodity detail
• Pipe material
• Pipe grade
• Wall thickness
• Pipe joining method
• MAOP/MOP
• SMYS
• Seam type
• Onshore/offshore
• Inline inspection (yes/no)
• Class location
• Gas HCA segment
• FRP sequence number
• Abandoned pipelines
• Pump and compressor stations
• Breakout tanks
• LNG plants
Phase 2
• Decade of installation
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Segment could affect an HCA
Assessment method
Assessment year
Coated (yes/no)
Gas storage fields
Mainline block valves

Phase 3
• Positional accuracy conforms with
new standards (note that operators are
encouraged to submit their centerlines
with the new accuracy standard as the
data becomes available)
VI. Summary of Impacted Collection
The following information is provided
for this information collection: (1) Title
of the information collection, (2) OMB
control number, (3) Current expiration
date, (4) Type of request, (5) Abstract of
the information collection activity, (6)
Description of affected public, (7)
Frequency of collection, and (8)
Estimate of total annual reporting and
recordkeeping burden. PHMSA requests
comments on the following information
collection:
Title: National Pipeline Mapping
System Program.
OMB Control Number: 2137–0596.
Form Numbers: N/A.
Expiration Date: 6/30/2016.
Type of Review: Revision of a
Previously Approved Information
Collection.
Abstract: Each operator of a pipeline
facility (except distribution lines and
gathering lines) must provide PHMSA
geospatial data for their pipeline system
and contact information. The provided
information is incorporated into NPMS
to support various regulatory programs,
pipeline inspections, and authorized
external customers. Following the initial
submission of the requested data, the
operator must make a new submission
to NPMS if any changes occur so
PHMSA can maintain and improve the
accuracy of the NPMS’s information.
Respondents: Operators of natural gas,
hazardous liquid, and liquefied natural
gas pipelines.
Number of Respondents: 1,211.
Number of Responses: 1,211.
Frequency: Annual.
Estimate of Total Annual Burden:
171,983 hours.
Public Comments Invited: You are
asked to comment on any aspect of this
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information collection, including: (a)
Whether the proposed collection of
information is necessary for the
Department’s performance; (b) the
accuracy of the estimated burden; (c)
ways for the Department to enhance the
quality, utility and clarity of the
information collection; and (d) ways
that the burden could be minimized
without reducing the quality of the
collected information.
The agency will summarize and/or
include your comments in the request
for OMB’s clearance of this information
collection.
Authority: The Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1995; 44 U.S.C. Chapter 35, as amended;
and 49 CFR 1.48.
Issued in Washington, DC, on June 16,
2016, under authority delegated in 49 CFR
1.97.
Alan K. Mayberry,
Acting Associate Administrator for Pipeline
Safety.
[FR Doc. 2016–14712 Filed 6–21–16; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4910–60–P

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency
Agency Information Collection
Activities: Information Collection
Renewal; Submission for OMB Review;
Minimum Security Devices and
Procedures, Reports of Suspicious
Activities, and Bank Secrecy Act
Compliance Program
Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC).
ACTION: Notice and request for
comments.
AGENCY:

The OCC, as part of its
continuing effort to reduce paperwork
and respondent burden, invites the
general public and other Federal
agencies to take this opportunity to
comment on information collections, as
required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1995 (PRA), Public Law 104–13
(44 U.S.C. 3506(c)(2)(A)).
In accordance with the requirements
of the PRA, the OCC may not conduct
or sponsor, and the respondent is not
required to respond to, an information
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collection unless it displays a currently
valid Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) control number.
The OCC is soliciting comment
concerning renewal of its information
collection titled, ‘‘Minimum Security
Devices and Procedures, Reports of
Suspicious Activities, and Bank Secrecy
Act Compliance Program.’’ The OCC
also is giving notice that it has sent the
collection to OMB for review.
DATES: Written comments should be
received on or before July 22, 2016.
ADDRESSES: Because paper mail in the
Washington, DC area and at the OCC is
subject to delay, commenters are
encouraged to submit comments by
email, if possible. Comments may be
sent to: Legislative and Regulatory
Activities Division, Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency, Attention:
1557–0180, 400 7th Street SW., Suite
3E–218, Mail Stop 9W–11, Washington,
DC 20219. In addition, comments may
be sent by fax to (571) 465–4326 or by
electronic mail to prainfo@occ.treas.gov.
You may personally inspect and
photocopy comments at the OCC, 400
7th Street SW., Washington, DC 20219.
For security reasons, the OCC requires
that visitors make an appointment to
inspect comments. You may do so by
calling (202) 649–6700 or, for persons
who are deaf or hard of hearing, TTY,
(202) 649–5597. Upon arrival, visitors
will be required to present valid
government-issued photo identification
and to submit to security screening in
order to inspect and photocopy
comments.
All comments received, including
attachments and other supporting
materials, are part of the public record
and subject to public disclosure. Do not
include any information in your
comment or supporting materials that
you consider confidential or
inappropriate for public disclosure.
Additionally, please send a copy of
your comments by mail to: OCC Desk
Officer, 1557–0180, U.S. Office of
Management and Budget, 725 17th
Street NW., #10235, Washington, DC
20503, or by email to: oira submission@
omb.eop.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Shaquita Merritt, OCC Clearance
Officer, (202) 649–5490 or, for persons
who are deaf or hard of hearing, TTY,
(202) 649–5597, Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency,
Washington, DC 20219.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The OCC
requests that OMB extend its approval
of the following collection:
Title: Minimum Security Devices and
Procedures, Reports of Suspicious
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Activities, and Bank Secrecy Act
Compliance Program.
OMB Control No.: 1557–0180.
Form Numbers: 8010–1/8010–9.
Abstract:

criminal investigations and
prosecutions.

Minimum Security Devices and
Procedures

Under 12 CFR 21.21, national banks
and savings associations are required to
develop and provide for the continued
administration of a program reasonably
designed to assure and monitor their
compliance with the BSA and
applicable Treasury regulations. The
BSA compliance program shall be
reduced to writing, approved by the
board of directors and noted in the
minutes. These requirements are
necessary to ensure institution
compliance with the BSA and
applicable Treasury regulations.
Type of Review: Regular.
Affected Public: Business, for-profit
institutions, and non-profit.
Estimated Number of Respondents:
1,485.
Estimated Total Annual Burden:
714,205 hours.
On March 25, 2016, the OCC
published a notice for 60 days of
comment concerning this collection, 81
FR 16277. No comments were received.
Comments continue to be invited on:
(a) Whether the collection of
information is necessary for the proper
performance of the functions of the
OCC, including whether the information
shall have practical utility;
(b) The accuracy of the OCC’s
estimate of the burden of the collection
of information;
(c) Ways to enhance the quality,
utility, and clarity of the information to
be collected;
(d) Ways to minimize the burden of
the collection of information on
respondents, including through the use
of automated collection techniques or
other forms of information technology;
and
(e) Estimates of capital or start-up
costs and costs of operation,
maintenance, and purchase of services
to provide information.

Under 12 CFR 21.2 and 21.4 and 12
CFR 168.2 and 168.4, national banks
and Federal savings associations are
required to designate a security officer
who must develop and administer a
written security program. The security
officer shall report at least annually to
the institution’s board of directors on
the effectiveness of the security
program. The substance of the report
shall be reflected in the board’s minutes.
These requirements ensure that each
institution has a security officer who is
responsible for the institution’s security
program and that the institution’s
management and board of directors are
aware of the content and effectiveness of
the program. These requirements are
necessary to ensure prudent institution
management and safety and soundness.
Suspicious Activity Report (SAR)
The Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (FinCEN) and Federal financial
institution supervisory agencies 1
adopted the SAR in 1996 to simplify the
process through which depository
institutions inform their regulators and
law enforcement about suspected
criminal activity. The SAR was updated
in 1999, 2002, 2006, 2009, and 2012.
In 1992, the Department of the
Treasury was granted broad authority to
require suspicious transaction reporting
under the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA). See
31 U.S.C. 5318(g). In 1996, FinCEN,
which has delegated authority to
administer the BSA, joined with the
Federal financial institution supervisory
agencies in requiring, on a consolidated
form, reports of suspicious transactions.
See 31 CFR 1020.320(a) (formerly 31
CFR 103.18(a)). The filing of SARs is
necessary to prevent and detect crimes
involving depository institution funds,
institution insiders, criminal
transactions, and money laundering.
These requirements are necessary to
ensure institution safety and soundness.
Banks and savings associations are
required to maintain a copy of any SAR
filed and the original or business record
equivalent of any supporting
documentation for a period of five years.
The documents are necessary for

Procedures for Monitoring Bank
Secrecy Act Compliance

Dated: June 16, 2016.
Mary Hoyle Gottlieb,
Regulatory Specialist, Legislative and
Regulatory Activities Division.
[FR Doc. 2016–14674 Filed 6–21–16; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4810–33–P

1 The

Federal financial institution supervisory
agencies are the OCC, Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System (Board), Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and National Credit
Union Administration (NCUA).
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